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Abstract. In this paper we formulate a conjecture on the relationship be-

tween the equivariant ε-constants (associated to a local p-adic representation

V and a finite extension of local fields L/K) and local Galois cohomology
groups of a Galois stable Zp-lattice T of V . We prove the conjecture for L/K

being an unramified extension of degree prime to p and T being a p-adic Tate
module of a one-dimensional Lubin-Tate group defined over Zp by extending

the ideas of [Breu] from the case of the multiplicative group Gm to arbi-

trary one-dimensional Lubin-Tate groups. For the connection to the different
formulations of the ε-conjecture in [BB], [FK], [Breu], [BlB] and [BF] see

[Iz].

1. Introduction

Let χ : (Z/NZ)× → C× be a a group homomorphism called a (primitive)
Dirichlet character modulo N ∈ N (if N minimal). We extend χ to N by setting
χ(n) := χ(nΛ-modN) for (n,N) = 1 and 0 else. The Dirichlet L-function of χ is
defined by

L(χ, s) =

∞∑
n:=1

χ(n)

ns
, s ∈ C, Re(s) > 1.

The completed L-function

Λ(χ, s) := L∞(χ, s)L(χ, s), L∞(χ, s) =
(N
π

)s/2
Γ(χ, s)

admits a meromorphic continuation to C and satisfies the functional equation

Λ(χ, s) =
τ(χ)

ik
√
N

Λ(χ, 1− s), k ∈ {0, 1} , τ(χ) =

N−1∑
ν:=0

χ(j)e2πiν/N .

For the trivial character χ we get the Riemann ζ-function, whose Euler product
determines the prime factor decomposition of natural numbers. Using the isomor-
phism G(Q(µN )/Q) ∼= (Z/NZ)× we can view χ as a character of G(Q(µN )/Q). For
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N = 4 we then get the analytic class number formula

hQ(i) =
]µ(Q(i))

√
N

2π
L(χ1, 1), χ1(1̄) = 1, χ1(3̄) = −1.

To arbitrary representations coming from motives M the formulas of this kind
have been extended by Bloch and Kato and is called the Tamagawa Number Con-
jecture (TNC). Again we have the complex L-function L(M, s) attached to a motive
M which is believed to satisfy the following functional equation relating L(M, s) to
the L-function L(M∗(1), s) of the (Kummer) dual motive M∗(1) of M :

L(M, s) = ε(M, s)
L∞(M∗(1),−s)
L∞(M, s)

L(M∗(1),−s).

Here L∞ is so the called Euler-factor at infinity (attached to M and M∗(1),
respectively), which is built up by certain Γ-factors and certain powers of 2 and π
(depending on the Hodge structure of M), while the so called ε-factor decomposes
into local factors

ε(M, s) =
∏
v

εv(M, s).

Then TNC states a relation between the leading term L∗(0) (of the Taylor
expansion of L(M, s) at zero s = 0) and certain global Galois cohomology groups
RΓ(GK ,Mp) of M (up to the period and regulator). In the following we assume
the validity of the functional equation. Then it is by no means evident that the
validity of the TNC for M is equivalent to the validity of the TNC for M∗(1) under
this functional equation on the complex analytic side and under Artin/Verdier or
Poitou/Tate-duality on the p-adic Galois cohomology side. To the contrary, they
are only compatible if and only if εv(M, 0) are in a specific way related to certain
local Galois cohomology groups RΓ(GKv ,Mp) for all places v. This is the content
of the absolute ε-conjecture.

The equivariant ε-conjecture is formulated in the similar way by tensoring the
coefficients (Zp-modules) with a group algebra Zp[G], where G is the Galois group
of some local Galois extension Lv/Kv, i.e., by deforming the presentation along an
extension of local fields. This version not only states the relation mentioned above
for all twists of Mp by Artin representations of the Galois group G, simultaneously,
but it states a finer congruence measuring the difference between the integral group
algebra Zp[G] and a maximal order in Qp[G]. As before it now describes the com-
patibility of the Equivariant Tamagawa Number Conjecture (ETNC) [BF] for a
motive and its Kummer dual with respect to the functional equation and duality
in Galois cohomology. S. Yasuda proved in [Y] the cases in which the residue char-
acteristics of v and p differ, thus we consider only p-representations of the absolute
Galois groups of local fields.

Recently, Benois and Berger [BB] have proved the equivariant conjecture with
respect to the extension L/K for arbitrary crystalline representations V of GK ,
where K is an unramified extension of Qp and L a finite subextension of K(µ(p))
over K. In the special case V = Qp(r), r ∈ Z, Burns and Flach [BF04] prove a local
ETNC using global ingredients in a semi-local setting. Extending work [BlB] of
Bley and Burns Breuning [Breu] proves the equivariant conjecture for V = Qp(1)
with respect to all tamely ramified extensions.

In this paper we prove the equivariant ε-conjecture for tamely ramified exten-
sions and p-adic Tate modules of one-dimensional Lubin-Tate groups defined over
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Zp following closely their techniques. For (possibly wildly ramified, p-adic Lie)
subextensions of the the maximal abelian extension of Qp the corresponding result
has been proved in [V].

Notation and conventions

Let p be a prime number. Let K be a finite extension of Qp, χur : GK → Z×p be

a continuous unramified character and χcyc : GK → Z×p denote the p-adic cyclo-
tomic character. We consider a continuous representation T = Zp(χur)(χcyc) =:
Zp(χur)(1) of GK , which appears naturally as a restriction to GK of the p-adic
Tate module TpF of a one-dimensional Lubin-Tate group F defined over Zp (see
[Iz, Exm. 5.20]). We set V := Qp ⊗Zp T . Let L be a finite Galois extension of K
and let G = Gal(L/K) with inertia group I; by FrK we denote the arithmetic

Frobenius homomorphism of K. Let Q̂urp denote the p-adic completion of the max-

imal unramified extension of Qp and Ẑurp its ring of integers. We set Λ := Zp[G]

and Ω := Qp[G], Λ̃ := Ẑurp [G] and Ω̃ := Q̂urp [G].
We use the theory of Fontaine’s period rings BdR, Bcris, the corresponding

functors DdR, Dcris and the subgroups H1
f , H1

g etc. The details can be found in

[FO].
We omit the case, in which χur factors over L, as in this case the ε-conjecture

has been proved in [Breu] and assume from now on that χur(GL) 6= 1.

2. Galois cohomology

First we compute the continuous Galois cohomology groups Hi(L, T ) as Λ-
modules. We point out, that by this we also determine the Galois cohomology
groups of the Kummer dual representation T ∗(1) in view of the local duality theo-
rems in the Galois cohomology theory.

Proposition 2.1. With the notation as above we have:

(i) Hi(L, T ) = 0 for i 6= 1, 2.

(ii) H1(L, T ) ∼=
(
̂(Lur)×

p
(χur)

)G(Lur/L)

, where −̂p denotes the p-completion

of a group.
(iii) There is an isomorphism of Λ-modules

F(pL)
∼=−→ H1(L, T ).

(iv) H2(L, T ) ∼= H0(L, V ∗/T ∗(1))∨ ∼= Zp/pω(χur) is finite, where ω = vp(1−
χur(FrL)) 6=∞. There is an exact sequence of Λ-modules

0 // Zp[G/I]
1−χur(FrK)−1FrK// Zp[G/I] // H2(L, T ) // 0 .

In particular, Hi(L, T ) lies in the category of perfect complexes of Λ-
modules for all i.

Proof. Hi(L, T ) = 0 for i 6= 0, 1, 2 because the cohomological dimension of
GK is 2. Further, H0(L, T ) = TGL = 0, as the character χur⊗χcyc : GL → Z×p is not

trivial. Using the local duality theorem [NSW, Thm. (7.2.6)] we get H2(L, T ) ∼=
H0(L, V ∗(1)/T ∗(1))∨ . Since V ∗(1)/T ∗(1) = Qp/Zp

(
(χur)−1

)
is unramified, we

obtain an exact sequence

0 // H0(L, V ∗(1)/T ∗(1)) // Qp/Zp
(
(χur)−1

) 1−FrL// Qp/Zp
(
(χur)−1

) // 0
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whose Pontryagin dual becomes

0 // Zp(χur)
1−FrL// Zp(χur) // H0(L, V ∗(1)/T ∗(1))∨ // 0,

whence H2(L, T ) is a finite cyclic group as by assumption (χur)−1(GL) 6= 1. On
the other hand it is easy to calculate the Zp-elementary divisors of the matrix
representing the operator 1− χur(FrK)−1FrK on Zp[G/I]:

1, . . . , 1, 1− χur(FrL),

whence the exactness in (4) is clear. Since RΓ(GL, T ) is a perfect complex, the
remaining assertions follow immediately by standard homological algebra.

To compute the group H1(L, T ) we use the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence
for the closed subgroupGLur ofGL, which exists first only for finite discrete modules
T/pn, but with [NSW, Thm. 2.7.5] also for the compact module T . Note that the
character χur factors over Lur, such that GLur acts via the cyclotomic character
on T . The five-term exact sequence takes the form

0 → H1(Gal(Lur/L), TGLur ) → H1(L, T ) →

H1(GLur , T )G(Lur/L) → H2(Gal(Lur/L), TGLur ) → H2(L, T ).

The module of invariants TGLur is a zero-module, since the cyclotomic character is
not trivial, thus the first and the fourth terms in the exact sequence above vanish
and we get a canonical isomorphism

H1(L, T ) ∼= H1(GLur , T )G(Lur/L) = H1(GLur ,Zp(χur)(1))G(Lur/L).

From the Kummer theory and the isomorphism

H1(GLur ,Zp(χur)(1))G(Lur/L) =
(

H1(GLur ,Zp(1))(χur)
)G(Lur/L)

we obtain H1(L, T ) ∼=
(
̂(Lur)×

p
(χur)

)G(Lur/L)

.

By taking GL-invariants of the exact sequence

(2.1) 0 // F [pn](p̄) // F(p̄)
[pn] // F(p̄) // 0

we get the following exact sequence of Λ-modules

0 // F(pL)/[pn](F(pL))
// H1(L,F [pn](p̄)) // H1(L,F(p̄))[pn] // 0

for each n ≥ 1.
The inverse limit over n of the exact sequences above results in the exact

sequence of Λ-modules

0 // F(pL) // H1(L, T ) // H1(L, T )/F(pL) // 0

F(pL) being a f.g. Zp-module (cf. [Breu, 4.5.1]). From [Iz, Exm. 5.20] we deduce
that the quotient H1(L, T )/F(pL) is isomorphic to

(2.2)
( ̂(Lur)×

p

U1(L̂ur)
(χur)

)G(Lur/L)

.

For the extension Lur/Qp we have (both algebraically and topologically)

(Lur)× = (πL)×O×Lur ∼= Z⊕O×Lur ,
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where πL is a prime element of OL. Let κL denote the residue class field of L, then
we have a split exact sequence

1 // U1(Lur) // O×Lur // κL× // 1.

The group κL
× is p-divisible, thus

κ̂L
×
p

:= lim←−
n

κL
×/(κL

×)p
n

= 1

and
̂(Lur)×

p
= (̂πL)

p
× ̂U1(Lur)

p
= (̂πL)

p
× U1(L̂ur),

whence the quotient in (2.2) is isomorphic to(
(̂πL)

p
(χur)

)G(Lur/L)

.

The last is zero, since the group G(Lur/L) acts trivially on (πL) and χur is a
non-trivial character . �

Next we compute the finite part H1
f (L, T ) ⊆ H1(L, T ) defined as a preimage of

H1
f (L, V ) under the map i : H1(L, T )→ H1(L, V ).

Lemma 2.2. dimQp H1
f (L, V ) = dimQp H1(L, V ) = [L : Qp].

Proof. Both, V and V ∗(1), are de Rham representations of GL, thus from
[BK, pp. 355-356] we have

(2.3) dimQp H1
f (L, V ) + dimQp H1

f (L, V ∗(1)) = dimQp H1(L, V );

(2.4) dimQp H1
f (L, V ) = dimQp(tV (L)) + dimQp H0(L, V ),

where tV (L) := DL
dR(V )/F il0DL

dR(V ). The same is true for V ∗(1).
But H0(L, V ) and H0(L, V ∗(1)) are zeros by the proof of Proposition 2.1, so

that
dimQp H1

f (L, V ) = dimQp(tV (L))

and
dimQp H1

f (L, V ∗(1)) = dimQp(tV ∗(1)(L)).

For a de Rham representation W by [FO, p. 148]

tW (L) = gr−1(W ) ↪→ (Cp(−1)⊗Qp W )GL .

Moreover, by Corollary 3.57 in (loc. cit.)

(Cp(−1)⊗Qp V )GL = (Cp(χur))GL ∼= L

and
(Cp(−1)⊗Qp V

∗(1))GL = (Cp(χur)−1(−1))GL = 0,

thus from the equality (2.3) we get

dimQp H1
f (L, V ) = dimQp H1(L, V ).

Finally, using the formula for the Euler characteristic
∞∑
i=0

(−1)i dimQp Hi(L, V ) = −[L : Qp] · dimQp V

we see that dimQp H1(L, V ) = [L : Qp], as Hi(L, V ) = 0 for i 6= 1 (cf. Proposition
2.1). �
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Corollary 2.3. From the above proposition it follows that

(i) H1
f (L, T ) = H1(L, T ) is a Zp-module of rank [L : Qp],

(ii) H1
f (L, T ∗(1)) = H1(L, T ∗(1))tors ∼= H0(L, V ∗(1)/T ∗(1)) is a finite torsion

group.

Proof. The first part is obvious. By the definition of H1
f (L, T ∗(1)) it con-

tains the torsion subgroup of H1(L, T ∗(1)) and, since the image of H1
f (L, T ∗(1)) in

H1(L, V ∗(1)) is zero, they are equal. Consider an exact sequence of GL-modules

0 // T ∗(1) // V ∗(1) // V ∗(1)/T ∗(1) // 0.

The associated long exact sequence in cohomology is

0 // H0(L, T ∗(1)) // H0(L, V ∗(1)) // H0(L, V ∗(1)/T ∗(1)) //

// H1(L, T ∗(1)) // H1(L, V ∗(1)) // H1(L, V ∗(1)/T ∗(1)) // . . .

The groups H0(L, T ∗(1)) and H0(L, V ∗(1)) are zeros. Further, the third group
H0(L, V ∗(1)/T ∗(1)) is a finite torsion group, since (χur)−1 ≡ id (mod pk) for some
k >> 1, so that we can replace H1(L, T ∗(1)) by H1

f (L, T ∗(1)) in the exact sequence
above getting

0 // H0(L, V ∗(1)/T ∗(1))
∼= // H1

f (L, T ∗(1)) // 0.

�

3. Comparison isomorphism

Let T be a finitely generated (free) Zp-module with a continuous GK-action.
We assume that V := Qp ⊗Zp T is a de Rham representation. Furthermore we
define Zp[G]-modules

T := Zp[G]] ⊗Zp T

and

V := Zp[G]] ⊗Zp V

where the action is given by left-multiplication on the left tensor-factor. The sharp
indicates that these modules are endowed with the following GK-actions: σ(λ⊗t) :=
λσ̄−1 ⊗ σt, where σ̄ denotes the image of σ under the natural projection map.
Henceforth we use the following explicit realisation for the induction

IndL/QpT := Zp[GQp ]⊗Zp[GK ] T
(∼= Zp[GQp ]⊗Zp[GL] T

)
and similarly for IndL/QpV . These are GQp -modules by the action on the left
tensor-factor while they become Λ- and Ω-modules via the corresponding module
structures of T and V, respectively.

The p-adic comparison isomorphism for V

compV,L/Qp : BdR ⊗Qp DdR(IndL/QpV )
∼=→ BdR ⊗Qp IndL/QpV,

c⊗ x 7→ cx

is a BdR[G]-linear map, which commutes with the action of GQp , where GQp acts on
BdR⊗QpDdR(IndL/QpV ) via g(c⊗x) = g(c)⊗x and diagonally onBdR⊗Qp IndL/QpV .
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Let ξ = (ξn) be a compatible system of pnth roots of unity and t := log[ξ] ∈ BdR
denote the p-adic period analogous to 2πi, then g(t) = χcyc(g)·t for all g ∈ GQp . We
apply (not necessary commutative) determinant functor to compV,L/Qp to obtain a
map

α̃V,L/K = (x, y) ∈ Isom
(
dΩ(DdR(IndL/QpV )),dΩ(IndL/QpV )

)
×K1(Ω) K1(BdR[G]).

Multiplying α̃V,L/K with t we get

αV,L/K = (x, ty) ∈ Isom
(
dΩ(DdR(IndL/QpV )),dΩ(IndL/QpV )

)
×K1(Ω) K1(L̂ur[G])

with

g(y) = [IndL/QpV, g] · y, ∀g ∈ G(Lur/Qp).
The maximal abelian extension Qabp of Qp is the composite of the maximal

unramified extension Qurp and the cyclotomic extension Qp,∞, which is obtained

by adjoining all p-power roots of 1. For g ∈ GQp we define gur ∈ Gal(Qabp /Qp)
by gur|Qurp = g|Qurp and gur|Qp,∞ = id. We also define gram ∈ Gal(Qabp /Qp) by

gram|Qurp = id and gram|Qp,∞ = g|Qp,∞ . Thus g|Qabp = gurgram.

Let Γ(V ) :=
∏

Z Γ∗(j)−h(−j), Θp(V ) where h(j) = dimQp gr
jDdR(V ) and

where Γ∗(−j) is defined to be Γ(j) = (j − 1)! if j > 0 and lims→j(s − j)Γ(s) =
(−1)j((−j)!)−1 otherwise.

We set

βV,L/K := Γ(V )εD(L/K, V ) · αV,L/K = (x,Γ(V )εD(L/K, V ) · t · y) =: (x, ỹ),

where

εD(L/K, V ) :=
(
ε(Dpst(IndK/Qp(V ⊗ ρ∗χ)), ψξ, dx)

)
χ∈Irr(G)

∈ K1(Qp[G])

where ρχ denotes a representation with character χ and ρ∗χ its dual. The right hand
side is defined similar to [BB, pp. 21-22] or [FK, 3.3.3] via the theory of local ε-
constants à la Deligne [1], see also Tate [Ta1]. In particular, our convention is that
under the local reciprocity law uniformisers πK correspond to geometric Frobenius
automorphisms. Assume that all the characters of G are defined over the fixed
finite extension F of Qp. Then we may either fix an embedding ι : F ↪→ Qp and

use the Weil-Deligne representation Qp⊗Qur⊗QpF
Dpst(IndK/Qp(V ⊗ρ∗χ)) - as we do

here - or one can work with all such embeddings simultaneously as in [FK, 3.3.3].
Anyway we choose ψξ to be the additive character associated with the above ξ,
i.e., ψξ(p

−n) = ξn, n ≥ 1, and conductor1 n(ψξ) = 0 as well as dx to the Haar
measure on Qp such that Zp has measure 1. Hence we often will omit this data in
the notation.

Note also that we have canonical isomorphisms

Vρ ⊗Λ IndL/QpT
∼= Zp[GQp ]⊗Zp[GK ] (Vρ ⊗Λ T) ∼= Zp[GQp ]⊗Zp[GK ] (Vρ∗ ⊗Qp V ),

whence the ρ-component above in the definition of the ε-factor is the one which is
used by Fukaya and Kato [FK] for the module Vρ⊗Λ IndL/QpT , compare also with
appendix A.

According to [BB, Lem. 2.4.3] βV,L/K is an element of

Isom
(
dΩ(DdR(IndL/QpV )),dΩ(IndL/QpV )

)
×K1(Ω) K1(L̂ur[G])

1n(ψξ) is defined to be the largest integer n such that ψξ(p
−nZp) = 1.
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with

g(ỹ) = gur(ỹ) = [IndL/QpV, g
ur] · ỹ, ∀g ∈ G(Lur/Qp),

i.e. ỹ ∈ K1(Ω̃)[IndL/QpV,g
ur] in the terminology of [FK].

For a representation W of GK we denote by f(W ) = π
a(W )
K its local Artin

conductor while f(W ) = q
a(W )
K = |f(W )|−1

p denotes its absolute norm, where qK
is the cardinality of the residue class field of K. Setting πQp = p we have f(W ) =

pa(W ) = f(W ) for every GQp -representations W .
For a ∈ F× and an additive character ψ of F we denote by aψ the character

sending x to ψ(ax).

Lemma 3.1. We have the equality

ε(Dpst(IndK/Qp(V ⊗ ρ∗χ)), ψξ) = ε(IndK/Qp(ρχ),−ψξ)−1χur(f(IndK/Qp(ρχ)))

where Zp(χur) = TpF(−1) and the character χur = χurQp is viewed as a character

Q×p → GabQp

χurQp→ Q×p via the local reciprocity law sending p to the geometric Frobenius.

Proof. Since Dpst(IndK/Qp(V ⊗ ρ∗χ)) ∼= Dpst(V ) ⊗Qur Dpst(IndK/Qp(ρ∗χ)) we
obtain for the linearized Kummer dual

Dpst(IndK/Qp(V ⊗ ρ∗χ))∗(1) ∼= Dpst(V )∗(1)⊗Qur Dpst(IndK/Qp(ρ∗χ))∗.

Now the (linearised) action on the unramified Dpst(V ) is given by the character

g 7→ (pχur(FrQp))v(g), whence Dpst(V )∗(1) bears the action g 7→ χur(FrQp)−v(g)

while the Weil-Deligne representations Dpst(IndK/Qp(ρ∗χ))∗ and IndK/Qp(ρχ) can
be identified. Now the claim follows from [FK, 3.2.2 (3) and (5)] where τ denotes
a geometric Frobenius. �

The induction property of local Artin conductors (see [Breu, Lem. 3.3]) gives

(3.1) f(IndK/Qpρ
∗
χ) = NK/Qp(f(ρ∗χ)) · dχ(1)

K/Qp

dK/Qp being the discriminant of K/Qp.
For later purposes we also introduce the local Galois Gauss sum

τK(χ) = ε(ρχ| · |
1
2
p , ψK , dxψK )

√
f(χ),

i.e., dxψK is the Haar measure of K which is selfdual with respect to the standard
additive character ψK := ψQp ◦ TrK/Qp . Note that this definition coincides with
that in [Breu, Fr] although in Breuning’s thesis ρ instead of ρ shows up in the
definition of τ : there implicitly the norm rest symbol is normalised by sending πK
to the arithmetic Frobenius automorphism, i.e., opposite to the convention used
here, whence one has to replace a representation by its contragredient.

Remark 3.2. An easy calculation shows that in our case the factor Γ(V ),
i.e., ΓL(V ) of [FK, 3.3.4] or Γ∗(V ) of [BB, 2.4], used for the correction of the
comparison isomorphism is equal to 1.
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4. Bloch-Kato exponential map

In this section we follow closely the approach of [BB] to construct an isomor-
phism

ε̃Ω,ξ(IndL/QpV ) : dΩ̃(0)→ Ω̃⊗Ω

{
dΩ(RΓ(L, V )) · dΩ(IndL/QpV )

}
satisfying the following condition
(?) : Let ρ : Ω→ GLn(F ), n ≥ 1, [F : Qp] <∞ be a continuous representation.
Then the image of ε̃Ω,ξ(IndL/QpV ) under Fn⊗Ω− is the ε-isomorphism of de Rham
representations described in [FK, Sec. 3.3].

Consider the exact sequence of Qp[G]-modules (see [BB, 2.5.1]):

0 // H0(L, V ) // DL
cris(V ) // DL

cris(V )⊕ tV (L)
expV // H1(L, V ) //

(4.1)
exp∗V ∗(1)// DL

cris(V
∗(1))∗ ⊕ t∗V ∗(1)(L) // DL

cris(V
∗(1))∗ // H2(L, V ) // 0,

where expW : tW (L)→ H1
f (L,W ) is the Bloch-Kato exponential map for a de Rham

representation W . By the proof of Lemma 2.2 we know that H0(L, V ), H2(L, V ),
H1
f (L, V ∗(1)), tV ∗(1)(L) are zeros, whence the exact sequence above degenerates to

0 // DL
cris(V

∗(1))∗
1−φ∗ // DL

cris(V
∗(1))∗ // 0

and

0 // DL
cris(V ) // DL

cris(V )⊕ tV (L)
expV // H1(L, V ) // 0,

where φ ∈ End(DL
cris(−)) is induced by an endomorphism of the ring Bcris. Further,

using the exact sequence

0 // t∗V ∗(1)(L) // DL
dR(V ) // tV (L) // 0

(t∗V ∗(1)(L) ∼= Fil0DL
dR(V )) and the isomorphism (of [BB, Lem. 1.4.1])

DL
cris(V )

(1− φ)DL
cris(V )

∼=
H1
f (L, V )

H1
e(L, V )

= 0

we deduce that

DL
dR(V )

exp−→ H1(L, V ) and DL
cris(V )

1−φ−→ DL
cris(V )

are isomorphisms. The application of the determinant functor to (4.1) results in
the isomorphism dΩ(1− φ) · dΩ(exp−1) · dΩ((1− φ∗)−1) sending

dΩ(DL
cris(V )) · dΩ(RΓ(L, V ))−1 · dΩ(DL

cris(V
∗(1))∗)

to

dΩ(DL
cris(V )) · dΩ(DL

dR(V )) · dΩ(DL
cris(V

∗(1))∗),

which after the composition with

iddΩ(DLcris(V )) · βV,L/K · iddΩ(DLcris(V
∗(1))∗)

and multiplication with

iddΩ(DLcris(V ))−1 · iddΩ̃(RΓ(L,V )) · iddΩ̃(DLcris(V
∗(1))∗)−1
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gives the desired isomorphism ε̃Ω,ξ(IndL/QpV ). Note that ε̃Ω,ξ(IndL/QpV ) satisfies
the condition (?) automatically by construction (cf. the construction of the ε-
isomorphisms of de Rham representations in [FK, Sec. 3.3] and Remark 3.2).

Let G be a commutative formal Lie group of finite height over OK and W be a
p-adic de Rham representation coming from the p-adic Tate module of G. In [BK,
pp. 359-360] is described a commutative diagram, which connects the Bloch-Kato
exponential map with the classical exponential map of G:

tan(GK)(L)
exp //

=

��

G(pL)⊗Qp

��
tW (L)

exp // H1(L,W ),

where tW (L) is identified with the tangent space of GK , the upper (resp. lower)
exp is the exponential map in the classical sense (resp. Bloch-Kato) and the right
vertical map is the boundary map of the Kummer sequence (2.1).

By Proposition 2.1(3) and Lemma 2.2 the representation T being the p-adic
Tate module of a formal group F (see [Iz, Exm. 5.20]) fits into the commutative
diagram

(4.2) F(pL)
∼= //

��

H1(L, T )

i

��
tV (L)

exp

∼=
// H1(L, V ),

where the left vertical arrow is a Λ-homomorphism induced by the classical loga-
rithm logF of F .

5. Formulation of the ε-conjecture

In this section we follow closely the approach of [Breu] to formulate an ε-
conjecture in the language of relative K0-groups. In the previous section we con-
structed an isomorphism

ε̃Ω,ξ(IndL/QpV ) := (x, ỹ) ∈ Isom(dΩ(0),dΩ(RΓ(L, V )) · dΩ(IndL/QpV ))×K1(Ω) K1(Ω̃)

satisfying condition (?). Here we can and do assume that x arises by base change
from an isomorphism dΛ(0) ∼= dΛ(RΓ(L, T )) · dΛ(IndL/QpT ).

In view of [FK, Prop. 3.1.3] and of the localization exact sequence for K-groups

1 // K1(Λ̃) // K1(Ω̃)
∂ // K0(Λ̃, Q̂urp ) // 0

(SK1(Λ̃) being trivial by [IzV, Cor. 2.28] and the map ∂ being surjective by [Breu,
Lem. 2.5 and Sec. 2.4.4]) we formulate

Conjecture 5.1 (Cnaep (L/K, V )). With the notation as above we have ∂(ỹ) = 0

in K0(Λ̃, Q̂urp ).

The complex RΓ(L, T ) is a perfect complex of Λ-modules and IndL/QpT is a
f.g. projective Λ-module, thus M• := RΓ(L, T )⊕ IndL/QpT [0] is a perfect complex
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of Λ-modules with H0(M•) ∼= IndL/QpT , H1(M•) ∼= H1(L, T ), H2(M•) ∼= H2(L, T )

and Hi(M•) = 0 for i ≥ 3. There is an isomorphism

compV ◦ exp−1 : H1(BdR ⊗M•)→ H0(BdR ⊗M•),

and we define CL/K := χ(M•, compV ◦exp−1) ∈ K0(Λ̃, BdR) to be the refined Euler
characteristic (see [Breu, 2.6]).

Set

Ucris := ∂([DL
cris(V ), 1− φ]) + ∂([DL

cris(V
∗(1))∗, (1− φ∗)−1]) ∈ K0(Λ,Qp).

Note that

∂([DL
cris(V

∗(1))∗, (1− φ∗)−1]) = −∂([DL
cris(V

∗(1)), 1− φ]),

since (−)−1 induces multiplication with −1 on relative K0-groups, so that

Ucris = ∂([DL
cris(V ), 1− φ])− ∂([DL

cris(V
∗(1)), 1− φ]).

Finally, the multiplication of α̃V,L/K with t and the equivariant ε-factor translates
in the language of relative K0-groups into the summation of their images under ∂.

Consider the class

CL/K + ∂(t) + ∂(εD(L/K, V )).

This belongs to K0(Λ̃, Q̂urp ), because it is invariant under the action of GQurp and

K0(Λ̃, Q̂urp ) = K0(Λ̃, BdR)
GQurp . The conjecture Cnaep (L/K, V ) takes the form:

(5.1) CL/K + Ucris + ∂(t) + ∂(εD(L/K, V )) = 0

in K0(Λ̃, Q̂urp ).

6. Tamely ramified extension

Let L/K be a tamely ramified extension, then OL is a f.g. projective Λ-module

(see [Fr, Cor. 1]). We fix an element tur ∈ (Ẑurp
×

(χurQp))Gal(Qp/Qp). Note that two

such elements differ by an element of Z×p . Then OL and (O
L̂ur

(χur))G(Lur/L) are

isomorphic as Λ-modules by just sending l ∈ OL to tur · l ∈ (O
L̂ur

(χur))G(Lur/L).

Thus every element l̃ ∈ (O
L̂ur

(χur))G(Lur/L) can be written as

l̃ = tur · l = tur ·
∑
g∈G

agg(b), ag ∈ OK

for a normal integral basis b of OL over OK [Fr, Cor. 1]. Obviously, the same is

true for L and (L̂ur(χur))G(Lur/L).
Denote by v a basis of Zp(χurQp), then the element v⊗ ξ substitutes a basis of T .

Moreover, DdR(IndL/QpV ) ∼= DL
dR(V ) (resp. DdR(IndL/QpV (−1)) ∼= DL

dR(V (−1))

is a one-dimensional L-vector space with the basis eχurQp ,1 := tur · t−1⊗ (v⊗ ξ) (resp.

eχurQp ,0 := tur ⊗ v). In particular, they are isomorphic as Ω-modules and we have a

commutative diagram of BdR[G]-modules (with an action of GQp)
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(6.1) BdR ⊗Qp DL
dR(V )

compV

∼=
//

��

BdR ⊗Qp IndL/QpV

t·⊗f
��

BdR ⊗Qp DL
dR(V (−1))

compV (−1)

∼=
// BdR ⊗Qp IndL/QpV (−1),

where the map t· is the multiplication with t and f(v ⊗ ξ) = v.

Warning: the left vertical arrow in the above diagram is an isomorphism of
Ω-modules induced by eχurQp ,1 7→ eχurQp ,0, whereas the right vertical arrow is an

isomorphism of BdR[G]-modules with an action of GQp and is responsible for the
later normalization on K1-groups.

Set K• := RΓ(L, T )⊕OLeχurQp ,1[0], a perfect complex of Λ-modules with

H0(K•) ∼= OLeχurQp ,1, H1(K•) ∼= H1(L, T ), H2(K•) ∼= H2(L, T )

and Hi(K•) = 0 for i ≥ 2.

The composition rule for the refined Euler characteristic gives the equality

(6.2) CL/K = χ(K•, exp−1) + [OLeχurQp ,1, compV , IndL/QpT ]

in K0(Λ̃, BdR).
Recall that F(pL) is a cohomologically trivial Λ-module (see [CG, Prop. 3.9]).

Moreover, by [BKS, Lem. 1.1] F(pL)[−1] is a perfect complex of Λ-modules. We
set

EL/K(F(pL)) := F(pL)[−1]⊕OL[0],

a perfect complex of Λ-modules with

H0(EL/K(F(pL))) ∼= OL, H1(EL/K(F(pL))) ∼= F(pL)

and Hi(EL/K(F(pL))) = 0 for i ≥ 2. Using the identification

LeχurQp ,1 = DL
dR(V ) = tV (L) ∼= Ĝa(L) = L,

the Λ-module isomorphism OLeχurQp ,1
∼= OL and the diagram (4.2) we get the equal-

ity
(6.3)
χ((K•), exp−1) = χ(EL/K(F(pL)), logF )+[Zp[G/I], 1− χur(FrK)−1FrK ,Zp[G/I]]

in K0(Λ,Qp), the maps exp−1 and logF being Ω-module-isomorphisms. Here the
term [Zp[G/I], 1− χur(FrK)−1FrK ,Zp[G/I]] represents H2(L, T ) by Proposition
2.1 (4).

Now let n0 ∈ N be big enough such that pn0

L is a projective Λ-module and

logF : F(pn0

L )
∼=−→ Ĝa(pn0

L ) = pn0

L .

Then F(pn0

L ) is a projective Λ-submodule of finite index in F(pL), hence we can
define EL/K(F(pn0

L )) analogously to the previous consideration. But

[F(pn0

L ), logF , p
n0

L ] = 0 in K0(Λ,Qp),
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so that

(6.4)
χ(EL/K(F(pn0

L )), logF ) = [F(pn0

L ), logF , p
n0

L ] + [pn0

L , id,OL]

= [pn0

L , id,OL].

The exact sequence

0 // F(pn0

L )
s // F(pL) // F(pL)/F(pn0

L ) // 0

gives rise to a distinguished triangle of perfect complexes of Λ-modules

EL/K(F(pn0

L ))
j // EL/K(F(pL)) // cone(j),

where j = s∗⊕ idOL , such that H0(cone(j)) = 0, H1(cone(j)) ∼= F(pL)/F(pn0

L ) and
Hi(cone(j)) = 0 for i ≥ 2. This triangle together with (6.4) leads to the equalities

(6.5)
χ(EL/K(F(pL)), logF ) = χ(EL/K(F(pn0

L )), logF ) + χ(cone(j), 0)

= [pn0

L , id,OL] + χ(F(pL)/F(pn0

L )[−1], 0).

The quotients F(pL)/F(pn0

L ) and pL/p
n0

L are filtered by the images of F(piL) and
piL , respectively, for i ≥ 1. The associated graded objects considered as complexes
are canonically isomorphic perfect complexes of Λ-modules, thus by [BlB, Prop.
2.1(iii)] we have the equality

(6.6)

χ(F(pL)/F(pn0

L )[−1], 0) = χ(pL/p
n0

L [−1], 0)

= [pL, id, p
n0

L ]

= [OL, id, pn0

L ]− [OL, id, pL].

Let qK = pf := [OK : pK ] and eI := 1
|I|
∑
i∈I i be the idempotent of Ω associ-

ated to the inertia subgroup I of G. Let ]x ∈ K1(Ω) ⊂ K1(Ω̃) be defined for every
element x ∈ Cent(Ω) as follows. If Cent(Ω) =

∏
Fi is the Wedderburn decompo-

sition of Cent(Ω) into a product of fields and x = (xi) under this decomposition,
then ]x = (]xi) with ]xi = xi if xi 6= 0 and ]xi = 1 if xi = 0.

The normal basis theorem for OL/pL over Zp/pZp implies that there exists a
short exact sequence of G/I-modules

0 // p · Zp[G/I]f // Zp[G/I]f // OL/pL // 0.

Using this sequence we compute that

(6.7) [OL, id, pL] = −∂(](qKeI)).

Observing (6.6) and (6.7) the equality (6.5) becomes

(6.8)
χ(EL/K(F(pL)), logF ) = [pn0

L , id,OL] + [OL, id, pn0

L ] + ∂(](qKeI))

= ∂(](qKeI)).

Write Σ(L) for the set of all embeddings L→ Qp fixing Qp. For each σ ∈ Σ(K)
we fix σ̂ ∈ Σ(L) such that σ̂|K = σ. Let b ∈ OL be a K[G]-basis of L and let χ be
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an irreducible Qp-valued character of G. The norm resolvent is defined by

NK/Qp(b|χ) :=
∏

σ∈Σ(K)

Detχ(
∑
g∈G

σ̂(g(b))g−1) ∈ Qp
×
,

where Detχ is the homomorphism Qp[G]× → Qp
×

given by

Detχ(
∑
g∈G

agg) := det(
∑
g∈G

agρχ(g))

and ρχ : G → GLχ(1)(Qp) is a matrix representation with character χ. Note
that the definition of NK/Qp(b|χ) depends on the choice of the σ̂. We also let
{aσ : σ ∈ Σ(K)} be a fixed Zp-basis of OK and define

δK := det((η(aσ))η,σ∈Σ(K)) ∈ Qp
×
.

This is a square root of the discriminant of K and depends on the choice of the aσ.

Lemma 6.1. There is an equality

[OLeχurQp ,1, compV , IndL/QpT ] + ∂(t) = ∂(θ) in K0(Λ̃, L̂ur),

where θ = (θχ)χ∈Irr(G) ∈ K1(Qp[G]) with θχ = δ
χ(1)
K NK/Qp(b|χ).

Proof. First we remark that the class

[OLeχurQp ,1, compV , IndL/QpT ] + ∂(t)

is invariant under the action of GLur , hence we can consider it in K0(Λ̃, L̂ur).
The unramified representation V (−1) is Cp-admissible (see [FO, Prop. 3.56]),

thus we may replace the ring BdR by Cp in the definition of the comparison iso-
morphism getting

compV (−1),L/Qp : Cp ⊗Qp DdR(IndL/QpV (−1))
∼=→ Cp ⊗Qp IndL/QpV (−1),

c⊗ x 7→ cx

a Cp-linear map, which commutes with the action of GQp . Taking invariants under

G(Qp/Lur) on both sides and using the theorem of Ax-Sen-Tate the isomorphism
above becomes

compV (−1),L/Qp : L̂ur ⊗Qp LeχurQp ,0
∼=→ L̂ur ⊗Qp IndL/QpV (−1)

and is induced (via tensor product Qp⊗Zp) by

O
L̂ur
⊗Zp OLeχurQp ,0

∼=→ O
L̂ur
⊗Zp IndL/QpT (−1).

From diagram (6.1) we deduce that

(6.9) [OLeχurQp ,1, compV , IndL/QpT ] + ∂(t) = [OLeχurQp ,0, compV (−1), IndL/QpT (−1)]

in K0(Λ̃, L̂ur) ⊆ K0(Λ̃,Cp), whence to prove the lemma we have to compute the
last class.
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Let Vtriv ∼= Qp denote the trivial representation of GK and let V (−1) = Qpv.
Fix a set R of representatives of GQp |GK (consisting of the σ̂ as chosen above).
There is a commutative diagram of Cp[G]-modules (with an action of GQp)

Cp ⊗Qp DL
dR(Vtriv)

compVtriv
∼=

//

f1

��

Cp ⊗Qp IndL/QpVtriv

f2

��
Cp ⊗Qp DL

dR(V (−1))
compV (−1)

∼=
// Cp ⊗Qp IndL/QpV (−1),

where we use the following identifications

Cp ⊗Qp IndL/QpVtriv
∼= Zp[GQp ]⊗Zp[GL] Cp[G]], DL

dR(Vtriv) ∼= L,

Cp ⊗Qp IndL/QpV (−1) ∼= Zp[GQp ]⊗Zp[GL]

(
Cp[G]] ⊗Qpv

)
, DL

dR(V (−1)) ∼= LeχurQp ,0,

for which the maps are given by the formulas

compVtriv (q ⊗ l) =
∑
τ∈R

(
τ ⊗

∑
g∈G qτg(l)g−1

)
,

compV (−1)(q ⊗ leχurQp ,0) =
∑
τ∈R

(
τ ⊗

∑
g∈G qt

urτg(l)g−1
)
,

f1

(
q ⊗ l

)
= q ⊗ leχurQp ,0,

f2

(
τ ⊗ w

)
= τ ⊗ (turw ⊗ v), τ ∈ R, w ∈ Cp[G]].

It follows, that

(6.10)

[OL, compVtriv , IndL/QpTtriv] = [OLeχurQp ,0, compV (−1), IndL/QpT (−1)]

+[OL, f1,OLeχurQp ,0] + [IndL/QpT, f
−1
2 , IndL/QpTtriv]

in K0(Λ,Cp). But the images of the last two classes in K0(Λ̃,Cp) are zeros,

as f1 and f2 are Λ̃-module-isomorphisms. Now we are reduced to computing
[OL, compVtriv , IndL/QpTtriv]. For this we set

HL := ⊕
η∈Σ(L)

Zp,

which becomes a free Λ-module under the (left) G-action

g((aη)η) = (aηg)η.

We consider the following commutative diagram of Cp[G]-modules (with an action
of GQp)

(6.11) Cp ⊗Qp DL
dR(Vtriv)

compVtriv
∼=

//

ρL

∼= **

Cp ⊗Qp IndL/QpVtriv

ϕ1

��
Cp ⊗Zp HL,

where the maps ϕ1 and ρL are given by the formulas

ρL(q ⊗ l) =
(
qη(l)⊗ 1

)
η∈Σ(L)

, q ∈ Cp, l ∈ L;

ϕ1

(∑
τ∈R

(
τ ⊗

∑
g∈G

aτgg
))

=
(
aτg−1 ⊗ 1

)
τg=η∈Σ(L)

for each ag ∈ Cp, τ ∈ R.
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From the diagram (6.11) we deduce the equality

[OL, compVtriv , IndL/QpTtriv] + [IndL/QpTtriv, ϕ1, HL] = [OL, ρL, HL]

in K0(Λ,Cp). Further, [Breu, Lem. 4.16] says that the last class is equal to ∂(θ),
so that we have

(6.12) [OL, compVtriv , IndL/QpTtriv] = ∂(θ).

because the class [IndL/QpTtriv, ϕ1, HL] is obviously zero. �

Lemma 6.2. Let L/K be (at most) tamely ramified. Then there exists v ∈ Λ×,

such that Detχ(v) = χurQp
(
NK/Qp(f(χ)) · dχ(1)

K/Qp

)
for all χ ∈ Irr(G), whence

∂(εD(L/K, V )) = ∂(
(
ε(IndK/Qp(ρχ),−ψξ)−1

)
χ∈Irr(G)

).

by Lemma 3.1 and (3.1).

Proof. The character χurQp : Q×p → Z×p being a homomorphism we have

χurQp
(
NK/Qp(f(χ)) · dχ(1)

K/Qp

)
= χurQp(NK/Qp(f(χ))) · χurQp(d

χ(1)
K/Qp).

Let χurQp(p) =: u ∈ Z×p and let dK/Qp = pm. Then for um ∈ Z×p ⊂ Λ×, χ ∈ Irr(G)

χurQp(d
χ(1)
K/Qp) = χurQp(p)m·χ(1) = um·χ(1) = det(ρχ(um1G)) = Detχ(um).

Recall qK = pf and eI = 1
|I|
∑
i∈I i ∈ Λ, as (|I|, p) = 1. Let v′ :=

(
u

u·eI+(1G−eI)

)f
.

Then for χ ∈ Irr(G)

Detχ(v′) = Detχ(u)f ·Detχ(u · eI + (1G − eI))−f

= uf ·χ(1) · det(u · ρχ(eI) + ρχ(1G)− ρχ(eI))
−f .

There exists a basis of Vρ = Vρχ , such that

ρχ(eI) =



1 ∗ . . . ∗
0 1 ∗ . . . ∗

. . .

0 . . . 0 1 ∗ . . . ∗
0 0 0 . . . 0 ∗

. . .

0 0 0 0 0 . . . 0


and

ρχ(1G)− ρχ(eI) =



0 ∗ . . . ∗
0 0 ∗ . . . ∗

. . .

0 . . . 0 0 ∗ . . . ∗
0 0 . . . 0 1 ∗

. . .

0 0 0 0 . . . 0 1


,
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as eI+1G−eI = 1G. It follows, that det(u·ρχ(eI)+ρχ(1G)−ρχ(eI)) = urank(ρχ(eI)),
hence

Detχ(v′) = uf ·(χ(1)−rank(ρχ(eI))).

But

χ(1) = dimVρ, rank(ρχ(eI)) = dim Im(ρχ(eI)) = dimV Iρ ,

so that χ(1) − rank(ρχ(eI)) = codim V Iρ . Further, since χ is a tamely ramified

character, the Artin conductor f(χ) is equal to p
codim V Iρ
K (see [Ma, p. 22]), whence

Detχ(v′) = χurQp(pf ·codim V Iρ ) = χurQp(NK/Qp(p
codim V Iρ
K )) = χurQp(NK/Qp(f(χ))).

Now we set v := v′ ·u. It remains to prove v ∈ Λ× and for this it is enough to show
that u · eI + (1− eI) ∈ Λ×. But

(u · eI + (1G − eI)) · (eI + u · (1G − eI)) = u1G ∈ Λ×.

�

Lemma 6.3. (i) ∂([DL
cris(V ), 1− φ]) = −∂(](qKeI))

(ii) ∂([DL
cris(V

∗(1)), 1− φ]) = [Zp[G/I], 1− χur(FrK)−1FrK ,Zp[G/I]]

Proof. (1) Let L0 and K0 be the maximal unramified extension of Qp con-
tained in L and K respectively, [K0 : Qp] = fK , [L0 : K0] = fL/K . Denote by

FrL and FrK the arithmetic Frobenius of L and K, respectively, while τ = Fr−1
Qp

denotes the absolute geometric Frobenius. Then FrK = FrfKQp . After choosing a

normal basis of OL0 over Zp we have

DL
cris(V ) = L0eχurQp ,1

∼=
fK−1⊕
i=0

Qp[G/I]τ i with φ(eχurQp ,1) = p−1χurQp(Fr−1
Qp )eχurQp ,1,

i.e., by the semi-linearity of φ on the last Qp[G/I]-module the operator 1 − φ is
represented by the matrix

1 0 . . . 0 −AFr−1
K

−A 1 0 . . . 0

0
. . .

. . .
. . .

...
...

. . . −A 1 0
0 0 0 −A 1


with respect to the basis 1, τ, . . . , τfK−1, where A =

χur(Fr−1
Qp )

p . Thus

∂[DL
cris(V ), 1− φ]) = ∂

(
]((1− p−fKχur(Fr−1

K )Fr−1
K )eI)

)
= ∂

(
]
(

1
pf

(pfK − χur(Fr−1
K )Fr−1

K )eI

))
= −∂(](qKeI)),

since pfK − χur(Fr−1
K )Fr−1

K ∈ Zp[G/I]× as can be seen by a standard argument
using the geometric series.
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(2) Analogously,

∂([DL
cris(V

∗(1)), 1− φ]) = ∂
(
]((1− χur(FrK)Fr−1

K )eI)
)

= [Zp[G/I], 1− χur(FrK)−1FrK ,Zp[G/I]]

+ [Zp[G/I],−χur(FrK)−1FrK ,Zp[G/I]],

but the latter class is zero being a Zp[G]-module-isomorphism. �

Theorem 6.4. Let L/K be a Galois extension of p-adic fields which is (at
most) tamely ramified and let V = Qp(χur)(1). Then Cnaep (L/K, V ) is equivalent
to the vanishing of

(6.13) ∂(θ) + ∂((εD(L/K, V )))

in K0(Λ̃, Q̂urp ).

Proof. The proof is given by (5.1), (3.1), (6.2), (6.3), (6.8), Lemmata 6.1,6.2
and 6.3. �

Now by Lemmata 6.2 and 6.1 the equation (6.13) means that there exists

w ∈ K1(Λ̃) such that

(6.14) Detχ(w) =
δ
χ(1)
K NK/Qp(b|χ)

ε(IndK/Qp(ρχ),−ψξ)
for all χ ∈ IrrQ̄p(G).

Let τ ′ := τQp(IndK/Qp1K), where 1K is the trivial character of G.

Lemma 6.5. There exists a unit u ∈ Z×p and σ′ ∈ G such that

ε(IndK/Qp(ρχ),−ψξ, dx) = (uτ ′d−1
K/Qp)χ(1)Detχ(σ′)ε(ρχ, ψK , dx)

for all χ.

Proof. As Gauss sums are additive and behave inductive on degree 0 charac-
ters we have

ε(IndK/Qp(ρχ),−ψξ, dx)

ε(IndK/Qp(1K),−ψξ, dx)χ(1)
=

ε(ρχ,−ψξ ◦ TrK/Qp , dx)

ε(1K ,−ψξ ◦ TrK/Qp , dx)χ(1)
.

But by [Ta1, (3.2.6.1)] ε(1K ,−ψξ ◦ TrK/Qp , dx) = dK/Qp as the measure of OK is
normalised to be 1 and the conductor n(−ψξ ◦ TrK/Qp) equals the exponent of the

different of K/Qp. Note that there exists σ ∈ G(Q̄p/Qnrp ) such that κ(σ)ψQp = −ψξ
where κ denotes the cyclotomic character of GQp . Hence, using (2) in [FK, 3.2.2]
we obtain

ε(IndK/Qp(1K),−ψξ, dx) = ε(IndK/Qp(1K)| · |
1
2
p ,−ψξ, dx)

√
f(IndK/Qp(1K))

= ε(IndK/Qp(1K)| · |
1
2
p , κ(σ)ψξ, dx)

√
f(IndK/Qp(1K))

= τQp(IndK/Qp(1K))det(σ; IndK/Qp(1K))

= τ ′det(σ̄; IndK/Qp(1K))

by [Ta1, (3.4.5)] . Using (3.4.4) in (loc. cit.) we also have

ε(ρχ,−ψξ ◦ TrK/Qp , dx) = ε(ρχ, κ(σ)ψQp ◦ TrK/Qp , dx)

= Detχ(σ′)ε(ρχ, ψQp ◦ TrK/Qp , dx)

for some σ′ ∈ G. �
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Moreover, by [Breu, Lem. 4.29] or [Breu1, Lem. 3.7] δK/ι(τ
′) ∈ (Zurp )×, hence

(6.14) is equivalent to the existence of w′ ∈ K1(Λ̃) such that

(6.15) Detχ(w′) =
d
χ(1)
K/QpNK/Qp(b|χ)

ε(ρχ, ψK , dx)
=
NK/Qp(b|χ)

τK(ρχ)

for all χ ∈ IrrQ̄p(G) where the last equality holds by the following calculation

τK(ρχ) = ε(ρχ| |
1
2
p , ψK , dxψK )f(χ)

1
2

= ε(ρχ, ψK , dxψK )f(χ)−
1
2 q
−χ(1)

n(ψK )

2

K f(χ)
1
2

= ε(ρχ, ψK , dx)q
−χ(1)n(ψK)
K

= ε(ρχ, ψK , dx)d
−χ(1)
K/Qp

using (3.4.5) in [Ta1] for the second equality and the normalisation factor
dxψK
dx = q

−χ(1)
n(ψK )

2

K in the third one.
By an old result of M. Taylor in Galois module theory (see [Breu, (31)],

[Breu1, (3.4)] or [Fr, Thm 31]) the term
NK/Qp (b|χ)

τK(ρχ) stems from a integral unit,

because the non-ramified characteristic ](−FrKeI) in (loc. cit.) is an integral unit
itself. Upon comparing with the expression (6.15) we now have proven the following
theorem:

Theorem 6.6 (Main Theorem). Let K be a finite extension of Qp and L/K be a
(at most) tamely ramified Galois extension with G = G(L/K). Let χur : GK → Z×p
be a continuous unramified character with χur(GL) 6= 1. Let V be either Qp(χur)
or Qp(χur)(1) – a p-adic representation of GK . Then the conjecture Cnaep (L/K, V )
holds.

Proof. Only the case V = Qp(χur) is missing, which follows immediately from
the functorial behaviour under taking Kummer dual (see [Iz, Prop. 3.14(1)]). �

Appendix A. Compatibilities

The reduced norm plays the crucial role in the work of Fröhlich, Taylor, Bre-
uning etc. while in the description of Fukaya and Kato [FK] it does not show up
at all. In order to check whether both approaches coincide (in settings where both
are defined and apply) one has to check certain compatibilities, which we are going
to recall in this appendix.

We fix a finite group G. Let F a finite extension of Qp over which all the abso-
lutely irreducible representations Irr(G) of G are defined and set A := F [G]. Every
such representation ρ induces a F -algebra homomorphism Tρ : A → EndK(Vρ)
sending the central idempotent eρ to idVρ . Consider the reduced norm isomorphism

nr : K1(A) ∼=
∏

ρ∈Irr(G)

F× = Z(A)×

sending a class [P, a] consisting of a projective, finitely generated (left) A-module
P together with an A-linear automorphism a to the tuple (detF (HomA(Vρ, a)))ρ.

Using the following lemma we get an alternative description of this map. Let
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T be finitely generated Zp-module with a continuous GK-action and consider its
deformation

T := Zp[G]⊗Zp T,

a (Zp[G], GK)-bimodule, where Zp[G] acts by left multiplication on the left tensor
factor while the action of σ ∈ GK is induced by σ(λ ⊗ t) = λσ̄−1 ⊗ σt, where σ̄
denotes the image of σ in G.

Lemma A.1. There are canonical isomorphisms

HomA(Vρ, A⊗Zp[G] T) ∼= V ∗ρ ⊗Zp T
∼= Vρ ⊗Zp[G] T

of F [GK ]-modules, where the GK-action is induced by the action on T on the outer
terms, while it is diagonally in the middle term (V ∗ρ = Vρ∗ is considered as GK-
module via the projection onto G here).

Proof. The inverse of the first isomorphism is induced by sending ω⊗ t to the
map

ω̃ : Vρ → A⊗Zp[G] T, v 7→
∑
g∈G

ω(g−1v)g ⊗ t.

Now the statement is easily checked. �

Hence we get immediately that

nr([P, a]) = (detF (HomA(Vρ, a)))ρ = (detF (Vρ ⊗A a)))ρ .

In particular, the ρ-component can also be determined in the way of Fukaya and
Kato [FK]. Furthermore we have a commutative diagram

A×
can //

Nr %%

K1(A)

nr
xx∏

ρ∈Irr(G) F
×

where can sends a ∈ A to [A, a] considering now a as right multiplication by it
while

Nr : A× →
∏

ρ∈Irr(G)

F×

sends a to (detF (Tρ(a)))ρ.
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